Abstract-Let G = (V, E) be a graph and f :(V ∪ E) → [k] be a proper total k-coloring of G.We say that f is an adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring if for any two adjacent vertices,the set of colors appearing on the vertex and incident edges are different.We call the smallest k for which such a coloring of G exists the adjacent vertex distinguishing total chromatic number,and denote it by χ at(G). In this paper,we show that χ at(K19 − E(C4)) = 20 and χat(K21 − E(C4)) = 22.
II. CONCLUSION
Lemma 1 [5] If graph G has two vertices of maximum degree which are adjacent,then χ at (G) ≥ Δ(G) + 2. Proof. Δ(G) = 18,so χ at (G) ≥ 20 by Lemma 1.In order to prove Theorem 1'conclusion,we only need give a 20-AVDTC of G. Let f be:
Using 
Obviously,f is a 20-AVDTC of G. Theorem 2 Suppose K 21 is a complete graph with order
Proof. Δ(G) = 20,so χ at (G) ≥ 22 by Lemma 1.In order to prove Theorem 2'conclusion,we only need give a 22-AVDTC of G. Let f be:
Using color 1 to color elements 
Obviously,f is a 22-AVDTC of G. In addition,the result χ at (G) = 23 is very easy to prove according to [5] and the detail proofs omit here. 
